The native brook trout population in the upper Savage River (USR) system is a unique and special resource and is one of only a few brook trout populations south of New England that remains well connected. Ten major tributaries and several smaller tributaries feed into the mainstem upper Savage River, with the vast majority of the land use in the watershed found in public forest land. These native trout still have the opportunity to move throughout the 100+ miles of connected streams, and many do, helping to produce some of the largest brook trout in Maryland! Many of these larger brook trout spend their winters in the mainstem of the USR where conditions are not as severe as in the smaller streams and where there is abundant food. As water temperatures increase in early summer, these fish will migrate up to 12 miles or more to spend their summers and early autumn in the smaller tributary streams where the water temperatures are less stressful. These small streams are also where the large fish will spawn to create future generations of brook trout. After spawning and the stream temperatures have dropped, many individuals will once again migrate back to the mainstem USR, some to the exact spots where they spent the previous winter. Not all brook trout in the system are migratory; some of the trout in the individual tributary streams move very little, despite no barriers preventing movement.

Migratory brook trout were probably once common throughout their native range, but a suite of actions and events have gradually isolated most of these formerly connected populations. Land conversion from forest to other uses, past logging, increased stream temperatures, acid precipitation, and many other events have unintentionally restricted fish to ever smaller and less connected stream habitats. Most populations south of New England and Canada now exist as isolated populations in smaller tributary streams with fish unable to migrate to take advantage of changing environmental conditions to maximize their growth and survival. Supporting (and maintaining) connected streams is one of the most important features making the USR brook trout system so special.

Concerns over population downturns in the early 2000s (particularly where angler access was the easiest) pointed to needed changes in management. In response, angling regulations for all the tributaries and mainstem river upstream of the Savage River reservoir dam were changed. The
USR Zero Creel Limit Area restricts anglers to catch-and-release (for brook trout) using artificial lures only. These regulations were adopted because prior research suggested this would reduce total brook trout mortality yet still allow year-round recreational angling opportunity. In conjunction with the regulation change, DNR implemented a long-term monitoring program to compare across tributary populations and years as well as gauge the possible effects of fishing pressure.

The Brook Trout Program has been rigorously monitoring (annually) and conducting research on the USR brook trout population over the past decade and have learned many things that are guiding management here and elsewhere. Numerous scientific papers have been published from these efforts (Kazak et al. 2013; Kazak et al. 2014; Kazak et al. 2015; Sell et al. 2014; Kazak et al. 2016a; Kazak et al. 2016b; Hilderbrand and Kazak 2017) with more being written. The USR is recognized as a world class brook trout fishery, listed as one of Trout Unlimited’s 10 Special Places, and is also known for its importance and contributions to fisheries science and management.

Some of the highlights of what we have learned from our efforts over the past 10 years include how the system functions and its future potential. We have observed that the USR brook trout population has recovered from its lower level and now appears to be stable to possibly increasing. Prior to monitoring, we had limited information about how the USR population behaved. We now know that reproductive success is the main factor influencing the USR population under the current regulation. A very dry autumn followed by a very wet spring results in almost no successful reproduction because the low flows in the fall limit availability and quality of spawning sites, while high flows in spring tend to scour and displace the eggs or very young fish. One year of poor
reproduction can be seen in lower numbers of adults 1 - 3 years later, and back-to-back years (or more) of poor reproduction can reduce the adult population to less than half of what we are used to seeing. This highlights the fisheries management value of protecting the older and larger fish in the population. Larger brook trout produce more and healthier eggs and choose the best spawning sites, increasing the likelihood of reproductive success. Protecting and keeping these large fish in the system ensures that there will be strong spawning stock present during and following those years with adverse environmental conditions. This also keeps larger fish available for anglers to enjoy a quality recreational fishery even during poor recruitment years.

Our long term monitoring has shown that while the adult population numbers have recovered, the biggest fish in the tributary streams in general have not gotten bigger. This suggests that the small streams we monitor either cannot support or cannot grow larger fish, despite substantially larger fish often sighted and caught in the mainstem of the USR. A possible reason for this is a lack of suitable habitat (such as woody debris) as a result of past land use practices, but this remains unknown and needs to be investigated. One surprising finding was that while historic fisheries work on Appalachian streams suggested that the brook trout life span was 2 - 3 years typically, we found brook trout living to at least 7 years in the USR system. This is a vital piece of information for fisheries management and conservation.

Finally, even though there has been some improvement in the number of large (>8”) brook trout at the “easy” angler access sections (areas closest to access points) since the regulation was implemented, our long term monitoring work shows that these areas continue to have fewer adults and lower reproduction than do less accessible sections (where a long hike is necessary). This remains a strong concern because it impacts angling opportunity, long term conservation potential, and suggests a direct connection between angler access and resource quality. While we do not have definitive answers as to why this is occurring, possible reasons include angler related mortality from the effects of higher angling pressure; habitat differences; physical disturbance to the stream bed, particularly damage to redds (nests) from being stepped on; and behavioral responses of fish to leave areas that have frequent
disturbances. Determining why areas with easy access are not as productive is a vital research need, as human populations encroach on brook trout habitat this will likely become an even more common management challenge.

In summary the brook trout population in the USR watershed will fluctuate due to natural environmental conditions, but currently supports a strong and thriving high quality brook trout fishery with immense angling popularity. The implementation of the special regulation has likely contributed, biologically and recreationally, to shielding the population during naturally occurring adverse environmental periods and maintaining large spawners in a high quality fishery even in down years. South of New England, these streams provide one of the only year-round fisheries where anglers can expect to catch 10” and larger brook trout, and up to 14”! The USR system remains one of the few fully connected brook trout systems in the mid-Atlantic region and its conservation value, regionally and nationally, because of its quality, connectedness, and likelihood for long term persistence cannot be overstated.
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